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vancouver thrives When it embraces its many 
origins, peoples, ideas and forms. vancouver 
falters When it strives for purity, isolation, 
unity of function. We are a city of hybrids, so 
integrated they slide into each other as hybrid-
city. our metropolitan strength, our urban 
engine’s poWer is creative diversity—Without 
it, We become brittle, uncaring and dull.

inventing hybridcity: 
this city Was invented at the stroke of a 
pen. in utterly no sense did vancouver evolve 
organically—as in standard urban narra-
tives, be they of etruscan rome or homer simp-
son’s springfield—but rather conceived in a 
single business and political contract for the 
canadian pacific railWay. vancouver Was born 
and raised in a real estate deal transferring 
a public good to private developers, and this 
precedent, this fusion of cash With building 
deeds, has shaped us ever since. vancouver has 
also alWays been métis in spirit, a melding of 
first nations visual/material cultures With 
those of asia and europe. the railWay Was 
built With chinese labour, and vancouver’s 
population has been one fifth or more asian 
from the get-go, making our diets, business 
culture, architecture and global outlook per-
manently eurasian. for our hybridcity, i pro-
claim the pentecostal potlatch, and celebrate 
equinox, eid and easter With bubble tea!

forgetting and denying hybridcity: 
for granville’s saWmills, then vancouver’s 
houses and avenues, the salish Were perched 
in perimeters—What are later knoWn as 
stanley park, kitsilano and the southlands. 
vancouver Will never be at peace until it 
reconciles With its indigenaity, a cornerstone 
of hybridcity. vancouver must also confront 
its history of apartheid. early ‘racial zoning’ 
mandated asians’ residences and businesses 
to be located in chinatoWn’s feW blocks, and 
noWhere else. this Was folloWed by ‘chemical 
zoning’; through much of the 20th century, the 
dtes Was the only neighbourhood Where the 
city granted bar and tavern licenses. finally, 
in a deadly collusion of civic left With right, 
the dtes became the sole locus for social 
housing and poverty services in the tWo 
decades before 2005.

building hybridcity: 
vancouver noW groWs never before-seen 
hybrids of building forms and types: thin 
condo high rises set on toWnhouse podia (a 
hybrid of mid-levels hong kong With brooklyn 
broWnstones); toWers laminating office 
With residential With hotel; four condo 
skyscrapers erupting up out of a costco; a 
village for 400 residents set on the roof of 
a home depot, itself set on a save-on foods. 
our best planning actually builds (not just 
promises) homes for the poor, the elderly 
and the creative, all integrated seamlessly 
With those for the Wealthy, the global and 
the itinerant. our city-building successes are 
real and exported happily as “vancouverism,” 
a noW-global commodity shaped out of our 
collective fantasies of splendid protected 
vieWs, ever increasing value, and a feW cute 
shrubberies out front.

hybridcity noW: 
real estate is vancouver’s civil religion, and 
marketers, politicians, developers and plan-
ners are the descending ranks of its priestly 
class. hybridcity at its best is a creation of 
our realtors, but Without public guidance, they 
are just as likely to destroy it. real estate is 
reality for every city, but feW this large are  
so singularly conceived, named, shaped, im-
proved and governed by this one industry. 

vancouverites need to understand that their 
hybridcity—as artifact and idea—is the 
creation of public policy. the dtes is as much 
a creation of vancouverism as yaletoWn’s 
glass toWers. a dtes solely for the addicted 
poor is as much a corruption of hybridcity 
as a doWntoWn given over solely to high-
end condos unleavened by neW Workplaces 
and affordable housing. to concentrate 
bar and cabaret licenses along granville 
denies the necessary noise and conflict of 
hybridcity elseWhere. to ghettoize cultural 
institutions in an arts precinct denies variety 
and animation to other districts. to make 
ours the greenest city Will require a lot of 
greenWashing. hybrids can be sterile, or they 
can flourish—the choice is yours.
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